Abstract. We consider the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for semilinear wave equations in a three space dimensional domain exterior to a bounded and non-trapping obstacle. We obtain a detailed estimate for the lower bound of the lifespan of classical solutions when the size of initial data tends to zero, in a similar spirit to that of the works of John and Hörmander where the Cauchy problem was treated. We show that our estimate is sharp at least for some special case.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the mixed problem for semilinear wave equations in an exterior domain Ω(⊂ R 3 ) with compact and smooth boundary ∂Ω: u = F (∂u), (t, x) ∈ (0, T ) × Ω, (1.1) u(t, x) = 0, (t, x) ∈ (0, T ) × ∂Ω, (1.2) u(0, x) = εf 0 (x), (∂ t u)(0, x) = εf 1 (x),
x ∈ Ω, (1. , ∂u = (∂ t u, ∇ x u), and ε is a small and positive parameter. We suppose that Ω = R 3 \O with a bounded open set O(⊂ R 3 ). Throughout this paper, we assume that O is a non-trapping obstacle (see, e.g., Melrose [17] and Lax-Phillips [16, Epilogue] for the definition; for example a star-shaped obstacle is known to be non-trapping). Without loss of generality, we may also assume (1.4) O ⊂ {x ∈ R 3 ; |x| ≤ 1}.
Suppose that , where ∂ 0 = ∂/∂t, and ∂ j = ∂/∂x j for j = 1, 2, 3. To avoid a complicated discussion on the compatibility condition, we 1 assume that f = (f 0 , f 1 ) ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω) 2 (we can relax this assumption; see Remark 5.2 below). We are interested in the behavior of the lifespan T ε of the solution u to (1.1)-(1.3) as ε → +0. Here the lifespan T ε is defined by the supremum of all T > 0 such that the mixed problem (1.1)-(1.3) admits a unique smooth solution u in [0, T ) × Ω. When t is small, it is natural to expect that u(t, x) can be approximated by εu 0 (t, x), where u 0 is the solution to the corresponding linear homogeneous wave equation : u 0 (t, x) = 0, (t, x) ∈ (0, T ) × Ω, (1.6) u 0 (t, x) = 0, (t, x) ∈ (0, T ) × ∂Ω, (1.7) (u 0 (0, x), (∂ t u 0 )(0, x)) = f (x),
x ∈ Ω. (1.8) This is in fact the case, as long as ε log t ≤ A with a suitably small number A (see, e.g., Keel , Smith and Sogge [13] , and Kubo [14] ). However, when ε log t ≥ A, the solution u(t, x) for the nonlinear problem might not stay close to the free solution εu 0 (t, x). For instance, if F (∂u) = (∂ t u) 2 , then one can find a class of initial data for which the solution blows up in finite time (see Theorem 1.2 below). Therefore, in order to understand the behavior of the solution u(t, x) for ε log t ≥ A, we need to take the nonlinear effect into account so that a better approximate solution can be constructed for such large values of t. We construct such an approximate solution by solving a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (4.1) which is related to (1.1) but is irrelevant to the presence of the obstacle. The issue is to find a suitable initial data for the ordinary differential equation so that we can match the nonlinear approximate solution with the free solution εu 0 (t, x) that is relevant to the presence of the obstacle. This will be done by making use of the scattering theory for the linear exterior problem: As is well known, for each fixed s ∈ R and θ ∈ S 2 , there exists a limit of −t∂ t u 0 (t, x) along the ray {(t, x); |x| − t = s, x/|x| = θ} as t → ∞ (see, e.g., [16] ). We write the limit as F + (s, θ); in other words we define F + (s, θ) by F + (s, θ) := lim t→∞ (−t)(∂ t u 0 ) t, (s + t)θ (1.9) for s ∈ R and θ ∈ S 2 . In [12] the rate of the convergence in (1.9) was studied (see (3.1) and (3.2) below). Choosing F + as the initial data for the ordinary differential equation, we shall construct a good approximation of the solution to the original mixed problem (see Section 4 below for the details). Once we have such an approximate solution, we are able to obtain a lower bound of the lifespan T ε as ε → +0, analogously to the case of the Cauchy problem studied by Hörmander [6, 7] and John [9] independently, and also by others (see [1, 4, 8] for instance).
In order to state our result precisely, we set
g a,b θ a θ b for θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) ∈ S 2 , (1. 10) where g a,b is the constant from (1.5), and θ 0 = −1. We also set τ * = sup{−2 −1 G(θ)F + (s, θ) ; s ∈ R, θ ∈ S 2 } −1 . (1.11)
We can show that τ * is a finite positive number when G ≡ 0 on S 2 , and f ≡ 0 on Ω (see Lemma 3.2 below for the proof). If G ≡ 0 on S 2 , which is equivalent to the so-called null condition, then the global solvability is known for sufficiently small initial data (see, e.g., Metcalfe, Nakamura and Sogge [18] , and the authors [11] ); we also have the global solution
Our main result is the following:
where τ * is the number defined by (1.11).
As we have mentioned, analogous results were already obtained for the Cauchy problem (see [6, 7, 9] ; more precisely the quasi-linear case was treated in [6] and [9] , while the semilinear case is also considered in [7] ). When the initial data is radially symmetric, Godin [5] obtained a similar result for quasi-linear equations with the Neumann boundary condition. In the case of the Cauchy problem, vector fields t∂ t +x·∇ x and t∂ j + x j ∂ t (j = 1, 2, 3) were effectively used to obtain the decay of the solution through Klainerman's inequality; however these fields are not useful in the study of the mixed problem. In our proof, to compensate the lack of those vector fields, we use the weighted L ∞ -L ∞ estimate which involves only the standard derivatives and the generators of spatial rotations (see Proposition 3.3 below); careful treatments of the decay factor (1 + |t − |x| |) −1 are also needed. Our method is also applicable to the case Ω = R 3 . Unfortunately we do not have the estimate in the opposite direction to (1.12) , that is to say lim sup ε→+0 ε log T ε ≤ τ * (1.13) in general situations. Note that the same is true for the semilinear Cauchy problem, though the estimate corresponding to (1.13) is obtained for the quasi-linear Cauchy problem (see Alinhac [2] ). However the following result, motivated by [4] , shows that we have (1.13) for some special case. Theorem 1.2. Let O = {x ∈ R 3 ; |x| < 1}, and F = c(∂ t u) 2 with some constant c ( = 0). We suppose that f 0 ≡ 0, and f 1 ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω). If f 1 is non-zero and radially symmetric, and cf 1 is non-negative, then we have (1.13). Consequently we have lim ε→+0 ε log T ε = τ * for such f = (f 0 , f 1 ). This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we gather notation. In Section 3 we give some preliminaries. The approximate solution will be constructed in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1 which is reduced to Lemma 5.1. Theorem 1.2 will be proved in Section 6.
As usual, various positive constants which may change line by line are denoted just by the same letter C throughout this paper.
Notation
In this section, we introduce notation which will be used throughout this paper.
We write ∂ 0 = ∂ t and ∂ j = ∂ x j for j = 1, 2, 3. We denote r = |x| and ω = x/r. We set
6 with a multi-index α = (α 0 , . . . , α 6 ). Note that we have [Z a , ] = 0 (a = 0, . . . , 6), where we have set [A, B] = AB − BA. For a non-negative integer s and a smooth function ϕ, we define
For functions of (s, θ, τ ) ∈ R×S 2 ×[0, ∞), we denote the differentiation with respect to s, θ and τ by
4 with a multi-index β = (β 0 , . . . , β 4 ). For a multi-index γ = (γ 0 , . . . , γ 3 ) we define Λ
We write z = 1 + |z| 2 for z ∈ R d , where d is a positive integer. For ν, κ ∈ R, we define
We also define
, a non-negative integer k, and a non-negative function W(s, x). In addition, for ρ ≥ 0 and a non-negative integer k, we define
For R > 0, B R (y) stands for the open ball in R 3 with radius R centered at y ∈ R 3 .
Preliminaries
First we derive some estimates for F + introduced by (1.9). S(R 3 ) denotes the set of rapidly decreasing functions. For ϕ = (ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 ) ∈ S(R 3 ) 2 , we define the Friedlander radiation field
Here dS y denotes the area element on the plane {y ∈ R 3 ; y · θ = s}. 
where we have put r = |x|, ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 ) = r −1 x, and ω 0 = −1. In particular, we have
where F + is given by (1.9) . If f satisfies
with some R > 1, then we have
Moreover, for any N > 0 and any multi-index γ, there exists a positive constant C such that
Proof. The existence of f + satisfying (3.1) follows from Theorem 1.2 in [12] , where a stronger estimate than (3.1) is obtained. From (1.9) and (3.1), we obtain
which shows (3.2) . By the property of finite propagation, (3.3) implies u 0 (t, x) = 0 for |x| ≥ t + R. Hence, multiplying (3.1) by r, putting x = (t + s)θ with s ≥ R and θ ∈ S 2 , and taking the limit as t → ∞, we obtain (3.4).
Since it holds for any ϕ ∈ (S(R 3 )) 2 , any multi-index γ, and any N > 0 that |Λ Proof. Let f + = (f 0,+ , f 1,+ ) ∈ S(R 3 ) 2 be from Lemma 3.1. Then, in view of (3.2), we have
(see Lax-Phillips [16] 
Therefore we find that
It is trivial to show 0 ≤ A < ∞ because of (3.5). We shall show that if A = 0, then either G ≡ 0 or f ≡ 0 holds. We set
which are closed sets because of the continuity of G(θ) and F + (s, θ). Now our goal is to show that if A = 0 then we have either X = S 2 or Y = S 2 (note that Y = S 2 leads to f ≡ 0); it suffices to prove that the assumptions A = 0 and X = S 2 imply Y = S 2 . We assume A = 0 and X = S 2 from now on. First we prove that
, and since G(θ 0 ) = 0, we find that F + (s, θ 0 ) has the same sign for all s ∈ R.
2)), and (3.5) implies that F 0 [ f + ](s, θ 0 ) = 0 for all s ∈ R; consequently we get θ 0 ∈ Y in view of (3.2). If X = ∅, then Y = S 2 because of (3.6), and we are done. Suppose that X = ∅. Since G is a polynomial of degree 2 and G ≡ 0 on S 2 , it is easy to see that X has no interior point; hence, recalling that X is closed, we get X = ∂X. Thus for any θ 0 ∈ X we can take a sequence
and Y is closed, we see that θ 0 ∈ Y . Now we have proved X ⊂ Y , which, together with (3.6), shows Y = S 2 . This completes the proof.
Next we describe basic estimates for the wave equation from [11] , and their variant; more general estimates under more general situations are available, however we restrict our attention only to the estimates which will be used in this paper. Recall the definitions (2.3)-(2.6).
Proposition 3.3. Assume that O is non-trapping. Let k be a nonnegative integer.
(1) Let ρ > 0, and let u 0 be the solution to
2 . Then we have
where C is a positive constant depending on ρ and k.
(2) Let ρ ≥ 1, and let u be the solution to
Suppose that ( f , h) satisfies the compatibility condition of infinite order. We also suppose that
The estimate (3.7) above is just the special case of (4.7) in [11, Theorem 4.2]. (3.9) is a variant of (4.8) in [11, Theorem 4.2] and can be proved similarly; we will give its proof in the Appendix below.
Remark 3.4.
Here we recall the definition of the compatibility condition: We say that ( f , h) satisfies the compatibility condition of infinite order if u (j) (x) ≡ 0 for any x ∈ ∂Ω and any j ≥ 0, where
( f , 0) satisfies the compatibility condition (and it is what we actually need in order to obtain Lemma 3.1 and (3.7)).
( f , h) satisfies the compatibility condition if and only if 0, h satisfies the compatibility condition.
Next we introduce the well-known elliptic estimate (for the proof, see, e.g., [11, Appendix A]).
In order to associate decay estimates with the energy estimate, we use the following variant of the Sobolev type inequality (for the proof, see, e.g., [11, Appendix C]). Lemma 3.6. There exists a positive constant C such that
for any C 2 (Ω)-function ϕ vanishing outside some bounded set.
Approximate solutions
This section is the core of the present paper, namely, we shall construct an approximate solution (see Proposition 4.3 below).
Let u 0 be the solution to (1.6)-(1.8). Throughout this section we assume that (3.3) holds for some R > 1 (recall that we have assumed O ⊂ B 1 (0)). Let F + (s, θ) be defined by (1.9), and let P (s, θ, τ ) be the unique solution of
where G(θ) and τ * are defined by (1.10) and (1.11), respectively. Then we have
2 , and 0 ≤ τ < τ * . Observe that we have 1 + 2
for s ∈ R, θ ∈ S 2 , and 0 ≤ τ < τ * , so that we have
Note that the right-hand side of (4.4) is finite because of (3.5) with N > 1. From (3.4) we also get
By (4.4), (3.2), and (3.4), we obtain
where f + is from Lemma 3.1.
Then for any N > 0, and for any multi-indices β = (β 0 , . . . , β 4 ) and
Proof. Noting that 1 + 2
and 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ 0 , we get (4.9) from (3.5), (4.3), and (4.5). (4.8) follows immediately from (4.9) with N > 1 because of (4.6). From (4.5) and (4.3) we get
Recalling (3.2) and (3.4), and integrating the above identity, we obtain
Hence (3.5) yields (4.10) and (4.11) . This completes the proof.
For a function ϕ = ϕ(s, θ, τ ), we define ϕ(t, x) := ϕ(r − t, ω, ε log t) with r = |x| and ω = r −1 x. Then we have
where we have used (2.1) to obtain (4.13).
For p(s, θ, τ ) defined by (4.4) we set
. Then it will serve as an approximation of u for large t, and the estimates obtained in the above lemma are transfered as follows.
Corollary 4.2. We assume that (3.3) holds for some R > 1. Let 0 < τ 0 < τ * , and 0 < ε ≤ 1. Then for any non-negative integer k, there exists a positive constant C = C(τ 0 , k) such that
Proof. We write x = rω with r = |x| and ω ∈ S 2 . We suppose that t/2 ≤ r ≤ t + R and 1 ≤ t ≤ exp(τ 0 /ε) in what follows. Then we have
From (4.8), (4.9) (with N = 1), (4.12), and (4.13), we get
From (4.20) and (4.21), we obtain (4.15) and (4.16), because of (4.19). Next we prove (4.18) . Suppose that we also have 2 ≤ t ≤ 2ε −1 from now on. Then we have ε ≤ C t + r −1 . By (4.12) we get
We can inductively obtain the explicit formula for ∂ m t ∂ t p + F + for m ≥ 1. Therefore, it follows from (4.8), (4.11) with N = 1, (4.12), and (4.13) that
Besides, (3.1) yields
From (4.23) and (4.24) we obtain (4.18).
Similarly (4.17) follows from (4.8), (4.10), (4.12), and (4.13) with the help of (3.1). This completes the proof. Now we are in a position to construct an approximate solution u 1 : Let χ and ξ be smooth and non-negative functions on [0, ∞) such that
We put χ ε (t) = χ(εt) for ε > 0, and η(t, x) = ξ(|x|/t). Let u 0 be the solution of the mixed problem (1.6)-(1.8), and let w be given by (4.14). We define the approximate solution u 1 by
3) and the property of finite propagation, we have |x| ≤ t + R in supp u 0 . Hence, recalling (4.6), we find that
We are going to evaluate u 1 and the error term
that is expected to be small if u 1 is a good approximate solution to (1.1).
Proposition 4.3. We assume that (3.3) holds for some R > 1. Let
and 0 < ε ≤ 1/2. Then there exists a positive constant C = C(τ 0 , k, λ, µ) such that
× Ω, and
Proof. We write x = rω with r = |x| and ω ∈ S 2 . First of all, we derive the estimates for the cut-off functions. Since we have εt ≤ 2 for t ∈ supp χ ε and we have assumed 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, we get
Let m be a non-negative integer. Since χ ε (t) = χ(εt), (4.32) leads to
where C m is a positive constant. We turn our attention to η; observing that t ≥ ε −1 ≥ 2 for t ∈ supp(1 − χ ε ), we only need the estimate of η for t ≥ 2. Since η is depending only on r/t and we have t/2 ≤ r ≤ 3t/4 for (t, x) ∈ supp ∂η, it is easy to see that O jk η(t, x) = 0 for 1 ≤ j, k ≤ 3, and that
where m is a non-negative integer, ∂ = (∂ t , ∇ x ), and α is a multi-index. Besides, since r ≤ 3t/4 in supp(1 − η) ∪ supp ∂η, we get
Now we are going to prove (4.28) and (4.29). It follows from (3.7) with ρ = 2 that 
We will estimate I j for 0 ≤ j ≤ 3. By (4.32) and (4.26), we have
(4.40)
where we have used (4.39) to obtain the second line. From the second line of (4.40), we also get
where C δ is a constant depending only on δ. Observe that (4.34), (4.35) and (4.36) yield
Observe also that we have 2 ≤ t ≤ 2/ε and t/2 ≤ r ≤ t + R in supp χ ′′ ε η(w − εu 0 ) . Therefore, writing
by (4.17), (4.43), (4.39) and (4.42), we get
Similarly, if we write
then it follows from (4.17), (4.18), (4.34), (4.36), (4.42), and (4.43) that
By (4.44), (4.45), and (4.39) we get
since µ + δ < 1. Moreover, integrating the first line of (4.46), we get
We further decompose I 3 as (4.48)
where
We start with the estimate for I 31 : If 0 ≤ εt ≤ 2, then similarly to (4.40) we get
by (4.16) and (4.29). If r ≤ 3t/4, then we have t − r −1 ≤ C t + r −1 , and we get
Since η = 1 and u 1 = w when εt ≥ 2 and r ≥ 3t/4, we get I 31 = 0. Summing up, we have proved
Before we proceed further, we note that
From (4.15) and (4.34) (with m = 2) we get
Using (4.34) (with m = 1) and (4.35), from (4.16) we get (4.52)
We are going to estimate I 34 by writing
We assume that (t, x) ∈ supp(1−χ ε )I 34 in the following estimates (4.53)-(4.59), so that t and r are equivalent to t + r (see (4.50)). Recalling (4.14), (4.12), and (4.13), we get w + 2ε
Using (4.12) and (4.13) for ϕ = ∂ s p, from (4.8) and (4.9) (with N = 1) we get
By (4.1), (4.5), and (4.55), we obtain
It follows from (4.8), (4.12), and (4.13) that (4.57)
where ω 0 = −1. If we put
then, by (4.55) and (4.57), we obtain
which immediately leads to
Now (4.54), (4.56), and (4.59) lead to (4.60)
From (4.49), (4.51), (4.52), and (4.60), we obtain
Since εt ≥ 1 in supp I 3 , we have (4.62)
If we use (4.62) to rewrite the first term on the right-hand side of (4.61), then we get
Finally (4.30) follows from (4.40), (4.46), and (4.64). We also obtain (4.31) from (4.41), (4.47), and (4.65). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
2 . Then we have (3.3) for some R > 1. By the local existence theorem (see, e.g., [19] ) there exists a smooth solution u to (1.1)-(1.3) for some T > 0. We write T ε for its lifespan. Let u 0 be the solution to (1.6)-(1.8), and let u 1 be defined by (4.25). Suppose that 0 < ε ≤ 1/2. Since we have assumed O ⊂ B 1 (0), taking the support of (1 − χ ε )η into account, we have u 1 (t, x) = 0 for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ε ) × ∂Ω. By the definition, we also have u 1 (t, x) = εu 0 (t, x) for 0 ≤ t ≤ ε −1 and x ∈ Ω. Therefore, setting u 2 (t, x) = u(t, x) − u 1 (t, x), we find
where E(u 1 ) is defined by (4.27), and H(u 1 , u 2 ) is given by
For any non-negative integer k, there exists a constant C k such that
because u 2 = F (∂u) for 0 ≤ t ≤ ε −1 , and u 2 (0, x) = ∂ t u 2 (0, x) = 0. Note that we have u 2 (t, x) = 0 for |x| ≥ t + R.
First of all, we show that Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the following lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We fix τ 0 ∈ (0, τ * ) and an integer K ≥ 19. We define
Note that the boundedness of A K implies that of |∂u| K , because we have the estimate (4.29) for |∂u 1 | K . Taking the support of u 2 into account, from (5.4) we get 
Then we get T * ε < T ε , because otherwise we have A K (T ) ≤ Mε for any T ∈ [0, T ε ), which implies sup t∈[0,Tε) |∂u(t, x)| K < ∞, and we can extend the solution beyond T ε by the local existence theorem. Therefore, by the continuity of A K , we have A K (T * ε ) = Mε; however, since 0 < T * ε < T ε = min{T ε , exp(τ 0 /ε)}, we can apply Lemma 5.1 to obtain A K (T * ε ) ≤ Mε/2 < Mε. This is a contradiction. Thus we conclude that (5.7) is false, and we have T ε ≥ exp(τ 0 /ε) for sufficiently small ε. Therefore we get lim inf ε→+0 ε log T ε ≥ τ 0 .
Since τ 0 ∈ (0, τ * ) is arbitrary, we obtain Theorem 1.1.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof Lemma 5.1.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We fix τ 0 ∈ (0, τ * ) and an integer K ≥ 19. Let 0 < T < min{T ε , exp(τ 0 /ε)} and assume that (5.5) holds for some M > 1 and ε > 0.
In the arguments below, we always suppose that M is sufficiently large, while ε is small enough to satisfy Mε ≪ 1. C * stands for various positive constants which depend on M, τ 0 , and K, but are independent of T and ε. Other positive constants, mostly denoted by C, may depend on τ 0 and K, but are independent of M, T , and ε, unless otherwise stated.
5.1.
Estimates of the energy. We fix 1/4 < γ < 1/2. In this subsection, we will prove that (5.8) sup
holds for sufficiently small ε, where ∂ = (∂ t , ∇ x ), and α is a multi-index. For 0 ≤ m ≤ 2K, we define 
Therefore there exists a positive constant C such that
By (4.31) with λ = γ, there exists a positive constant C such that
Since (5.2) gives ∂ p+1 t u 2 (t, x) = 0 for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × ∂Ω, it follows from (5.10), (5.11) , and the energy inequality for the wave equation that
Estimates of the generalized energy. In this subsection we evaluate the L 2 (Ω)-norm of the generalized derivative ∂Z α u 2 for |α| ≤ 2K−1. The difficulty here is that ∂ t Z α u 2 does not necessarily vanish on the boundary ∂Ω.
Here we introduce notation: For a non-negative integer m, we define
Note that we have
where C m is a positive constant depending only on m.
Let α be a multi-index satisfying 0 ≤ |α| ≤ 2K − 1. It follows from (5.1) that 1 2
where ν = ν(x) is the unit outer normal vector at x ∈ ∂Ω, and dS is the area element on ∂Ω. Similarly to (5.10) and (5.11), we obtain
for |α| ≤ m ≤ 2K − 1. From (5.15) and (5.16), there exist two positive constants C 1 and
for m ≤ 2K − 1, where
Since we have ∂Ω ⊂ B 1 (0), we get
Therefore, by the trace theorem and (5.8) we obtain
By Young's inequality, there exists a positive constant C ′ such that
for m ≤ 2K − 1. We suppose that ε is small enough to satisfy C 1 Mε ≤ 1/4. Then it follows from (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19) that
from which we obtain
Therefore we get
Now we are going to estimate J 2K−7 (t) to obtain a better estimate for |||u 2 (t)||| 2K−7 . This time we employ the pointwise estimate to get a bound of J 2K−7 (t): In the following, we set r = |x|. We define W − (t, r) = min{ r , t − r }.
. In view of (5.14), by (3.11) and (5.20) we have
It follows from (4.29), (5.5), and (5.21) that
We fix 0 < µ ≪ 1. Recalling (4.26), from (4.30) with λ = γ we get
for (t, x) ∈ supp E(u 1 ), which yields
Since ε log(2 + t) ≤ C(1 + τ 0 ) and γ < 1/2, we obtain
Since ∂Ω is bounded, from (5.25) we get
Now suppose that ε is small enough to satisfy C 1 Mε ≤ 1/8. Then it follows from (5.17), (5.19) , and (5.26) that
From (5.27) we obtain
which leads to
We repeat the above procedure once again to estimate J 2K−13 (t), with replacing (5.20) by (5.28): By (3.11) and (5.28), we get
similarly to (5.22). Applying (3.9), it follows from (5.23) and (5.30) that
Since we have (1 + t) 1/8 log(2 + t) ≤ C(1 + t) γ for γ > 1/4, we obtain 
We put I ε (t) = ε 2+2γ + |||u 2 (t)||| 2 2K−13 . Then, for ε > 0, we have
where we have used |||u 2 (t)||| 2K−13 ≤ I ε (t) to obtain the first and second terms on the right-hand side of (5.34), while ε 1+γ ≤ I ε (t) has been used to obtain the third term. Since −2 + 2γ < −(3/2) + γ, by (5.34) we get (5.35) (1 + t)
It is easy to see that
A direct calculation yields (5.37)
Since we have (1 + t) 
− (t, r) for |α| ≤ 2K − 15, which leads to
From (4.30) with λ = 0, we obtain
for 0 < µ ≪ 1, where C 3 is a positive constant independent of M; this independence is quite important in the following arguments. Applying (3.9) with h 1 = H(u 1 , u 2 ), h 2 = −E(u 1 ), µ 1 = 0 and µ 2 = µ > 0, from (5.40) and (5.41) we obtain
where C 4 is a positive constant independent of M.
Since K ≤ 2K − 19, and ε log(2 + t) ≤ C(1 + τ 0 ), (5.42) yields
Finally, suppose that M ≥ 4C 4 (C 3 + 1), and that a positive constant ε 0 is small enough to satisfy C * ε • There exists R > 0 such that g ε (x) = 0 for |x| ≥ R and ε ∈ [0, 1].
• For any k ∈ N, there exists a positive constant C k such that
. Thus especially we have g 0 = f . • For each ε ∈ (0, 1], ε g ε , F (∂u) satisfies the nonlinear version of compatibility condition of infinite order, that is to say, (∂ j t u)(0, x) vanishes for x ∈ ∂Ω for any non-negative integer j, where (∂ j t u)(0, x) is formally determined by the nonlinear equation (1.1) and the initial condition
Then for the lifespan T ε of the solution u to the problem (1.1), (1.2), and (5.46), we can show that (1.12) holds true. Indeed, keeping the definitions of u 1 and u 2 unchanged, we only have to replace (5.3) with
Then, since we still have (5.4) by (5.45), it is easy to modify the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
Throughout this section we assume Ω = {x ∈ R 3 ; |x| > 1}.
We also suppose that 
Suppose that h is smooth. Assume that (0, h) satisfies the compatibility condition of infinite order (see Remark 3.4), and h(t, x) = h * (t, |x|) with some function h * = h * (t, r). Then the solution u to (6.1) also is radially symmetric in x-variable, and we can write u(t, x) = u * (t, |x|) with some function u * = u * (t, r). For i = 0, 1, and r ∈ R, we defině
for t ∈ [0, T ). Then we have the following expression for the solution u:
for t ≥ 0 and r ≥ 1. Let u 0 be the solution to (6.1) with h ≡ 0. Then (6.2) implies that F + defined by (1.9) is given by
Now we start the proof of Theorem 1.2. We just look at the region where the effect of the boundary does not appear at all. Hence the arguments go like the case of the Cauchy problem.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let F = c(∂ t u) 2 with c = 0, and let u be the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) , whose lifespan is T ε . Without loss of generality, we may assume c > 0. Indeed we only have to replace u with −u in the following arguments when c < 0.
Assume that f 0 = 0, f 1 ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω), and f 1 (x) = f * 1 (|x|) for |x| > 1. Suppose that f * 1 (r) ≥ 0 for r > 1, and f * 1 ≡ 0. Then τ * given by (1.11) is
because of (6.3). Observing thatf *
Since one can show that u is radially symmetric in x, we can write u(t, x) = u * (t, |x|). Then (6.2) leads to
for r − t ≥ 1. We put U(t, s) = (t + s)(∂ t u * )(t, t + s) for t ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1. Then, by putting r − t = s in (6.6), we get
for t ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1. From this we obtain
Finally we reach at
which immediately implies
The right-hand side of (6.9) blows up to infinity as
unless f * 1 (s) = 0. Suppose that f * 1 (r) = 0 for r ≥ R. Then, recalling (6.5), we obtain
which yields (1.13) immediately. This completes the proof.
Appendix: Proof of (3.9)
We denote the solution u to the mixed problem (3.8) by
Now we start the proof of (3.9). Let f and h(= h 1 + h 2 ) be as in Proposition 3.3. Following [11] , we use the cut-off method to prove (3.9) (see also [19] ): For m > 0, let ψ m = ψ m (x) be a radially symmetric function satisfying ψ m (x) = 0 for |x| ≤ m, and ψ m (x) = 1 for |x| ≥ m+1; then we get
for Ξ = ( f , h), where
Here we have regarded Ξ(t, x) as 0 if x ∈ Ω.
Observe that we have supp(1 − ψ m ) ⊂ {|x| ≤ m + 1} and supp ∂ a ψ m ⊂ {m ≤ |x| ≤ m + 1}.
We put ζ 0 = S 0 [ψ 2 Ξ]. Then taking the support of ∂ a ψ 1 into account, we get
To estimate the right-hand side of (A.6), we use the estimates for the Cauchy problem of the wave equation in [0, ∞) × R 3 . First we introduce some notation: For ν ∈ R, we set (A. Note that for R > 0 and ρ > 0 there exists a positive constant C such that (A.13) C −1 t ρ ≤ t + |x| Φ ρ−1 (t, x) ≤ C t ρ for t ≥ 0 and |x| ≤ R, and (A.14) C −1 t ρ ≤ x t − |x| ρ ≤ C t ρ for t ≥ 0 and |x| ≤ R.
We assume ρ ≥ 1.
, from Lemma A.1, (A.6), and (A.13) we get (A. 15) x t − |x| ρ ∂ a ψ 1 ζ 0 (t, x) k ≤ CC ρ,µ 1 ,µ 2 ,k+1 (t), where
Similarly we have (A.16) t + |x| Φ ρ−1 (t, x) |ζ 0 (t, x)| k ≤ CC ρ,µ 1 ,µ 2 ,k (t).
To estimate S i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, we use [11, Lemma 4.1], whose first part essentially follows from the local energy decay: Since the obstacle O is assumed to be non-trapping, it is "admissible" in the sense of Definition 1. We are going to estimate S 1 . If we put ζ 1 = L [ψ 1 , −∆ x ]ζ 0 , then we have S 1 = (1 − ψ 2 )ζ 1 . If we recall (A.13) and (A.14), then it follows from (A.17) (with χ = 1 − ψ 2 , f ≡ 0, and h = [ψ 1 , −∆ x ]ζ 0 ) and (A.16) that (A. 19) x t − |x| ρ |S 1 (t, x)| k+1 ≤ CC ρ,µ 1 ,µ 2 ,k+3 (t).
We set ζ 2 = [ψ 2 , −∆ 
